2014 jeep cherokee tow hitch

Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted.
Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its
lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be
found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the
top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount
is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've
got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to
me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Orders
will be shipped via standard shipping 3 to 15 business days. Only valid on items that have this
message on their item page:. Toggle navigation. Contact Us. Subscribe Get Special Coupons.
Switches Visors. Remote Starts Tuners. Center Caps Tire Covers. Tire Pressure Monitoring
Spare Tires. Hats Jeep Sweatshirts. Shirts Sunglasses. Jeep Jewelry Accessories. Compatibility
Guide Cherokee KL. Trailer Hitch Receiver for Cherokee KL Owners of Jeep KL Cherokee
models who want to use their vehicle for towing simply need to install a trailer hitch as the
lower fascia has been designed to accommodate the hitch. The Mopar hitch receiver for this
vehicle, item AD Replaces Item AB and AC , has been designed as a one-piece welded assembly
for increased strength over multiple-piece designs. The hitch is covered with a two-layered,
E-coated paint finish to resist rust and this hitch has passed Chrysler's extensive road testing
for durability and strength. When towing, you must not exceed the rated tow capacity for your
vehicle as stated in the owner's manual. If you need the trailer hitch wiring harness as well click
on the "Accessories" Tab above. Online Form - QA Form. Write a Review. Factory Hitch
September 3, Great product, super fast shipping, great company. Straight Bolt-On August 20, It
was a simple installation. There are videos of installing this with 2 piece bumper covers and 1
piece. With the 1 piece it takes a little longer with taking the rear bumper cover down. It's alot of
clips and a few screws in tight spots. Took me about 2 hrs total to install. Trailer Hitch August
11, Excellent product, looks like factory installed, very pleased and saved money in the process.
Mopar hitch for trailhawk August 10, This hitch is perfect it was easy to install. The bumper
removed pretty easy. It looks like the factory installed. Good Hitch August 10, Recoeved and
item was correct and in great shape. Install was easy and everything lined up and worked as
advertised Highly recommend this hitch for the Trailhawk.. Tough install, but worth it August 10,
Pain in the arse to to install. But glad I went with this instead of aftermarket. Great product and
service. July 1, The hitch arived on time, and in great shape. Installation was not bad, and it was
good to have had all the parts and instructions. Hitch me up June 1, Bought hitch and wiring.
April 18, Watch this video from you tube for even faster hitch install. The hitch looks fantastic.
Better than i thought and i dont have the custom bezel. If i can scrape up the 70 bux i may buy it
just to have it. I also installed the wiring kit and our jeep panels all just snapped off. Easy peasy.
Buy a panel removal tool, to pop the panels up and not ruin the clips. Love the look of these 2
items. Less than 4 hr install time. Highly recomended. Awesome products January 7, I wanted to
purchase a Trailer Hitch for my son's Jeep Cherokee Trailhawk for Christmas I had called 3
different local dealerships for it and told me they didn't list anything for this vehicle went online
and came across Justforjeeps emailed them they got back to me very quickly and asked for vin I
emailed them back and told me that this would fit my son just put it on this past weekend and

it's a perfect fit THANK YOU SO MUCH I will purchase more products for this vehicle from
Justforjeeps. Look on utube for abbreviated install procedures, I was able to get it done in 1.
Ordering and delivery were spot on. Should come stock, but this add on fit well. Had to remove
bumper fascia entirely to get it to work and used aftermarket lighting harness rather than pay at
dealer. Would recommend. Straight Factory October 23, I was asked why I didn't just buy a drop
down hitch. I thought the look of this one was answer enough. Almost a hundred dollars
cheaper than ordering thru the dealer, and look great. Super easy install. Cons A little Scary, on
a self install, and your jeep looks naked from the backside, as you take apart nearly the entire
rear end.. Perfect fit, mostly easy install October 17, The hitch was exactly right for my vehicle.
It arrived as expected and was fairly easy to install. The only complaint is that one of the bolt
holes was messed up so it was a challenge to install that bolt. October 10, The bumper change
out was super easy. I watched a few YouTube videos before I ordered it, I knew not to use the
instructions that came with it. Cherokee hitch receiver October 6, Great factory product. Easy to
install however instructions were very difficult and not very inclusive. For the model you have to
remove the bumper for install. Easy to install September 27, Very easy to install and since its
OEM it looks perfect. Too easy! September 5, Literally took me an hour, by myself, and that
included the shower afterwards! Came with most of the parts you'll require minus wiring.
Instruction were pretty useless to me and hard to read, but after a YouTube video, I'm now and
expert! Pros Easy install Same quality as original Comes with new bolts Perfect fit. August 22, It
took me less than an hour to pull the rear bumper shroud, remove the stock piece and install
the hitch and replace the shroud. Saved hundreds of dollars over quote from local Jeep
dealership! Great fit July 11, This product is factory quality and fits well in the vehicle. The
instructions were confusing at best but it was not hard to install. Pros Good fit Factory quality
Does not effect ground clearance. Couldn't be Happier, except for the instructions July 5, There
is a much easier way to do it. Here is a link to a video that will show you how to do it in about an
hour easily and perfectly. Note that the wiring harness is sold separately. Great hitch June 2,
The hitch through the bumper is as promised. My only complaint is it took five weeks to get it.
Perfectly fit and nice. May 29, Easy installation explanation provided with shipment. I took my
time especially during the cutting of bumper. Cons Jeep should have done a cutting pattern in
preparation of this added option. Factory fit, quality part May 18, Put the butt up on ramps or
jackstands. Use a small, snug-fitting socket to slip over the back side of the fender molding
clips The adhesive comes off with alchohol. Put a milk crate under it to reduce stress and
scratches. Get yourself a cheap package of nylon panel tools from HF or online and wrap the
fulcrums in painters tape. Take it slow and work from one end of the seam when popping
panels. The factory instructions are otherwise fine. Factory fit. Couldn't be happier. If you're
installing the Mopar wiring harness do it at the same time, running the wires is way easier with
the bumper out of the way. Only took 1. Cons You'll need just a smidge of handiness and you're
going to be taking painted body parts off of your wife's shiny new KL. God speed. Great
product, works great, easy install. This is superior to the after market hitches in that it preserves
the departure angle on the rear. After-market hitches hang too low below the rear fascia and will
drag on everything. Once the body panels are removed from the vehicle, the old bumper
assembly is easily removed by three bolts. The new hitch comes with two triangular stress
plates. Some forums and youtube videos say to leave these off as they are not needed. Don't
believe them, these plates add locking strength to the frame assembly. One drawback is the
instructions on how to remove the plastic wheel well trim panels, the instructions imply that you
only need to get an wedge and pry the plastic trim away from the vehicle. In practice this only
causes the trim panels to be broken off. The correct way to remove the wheel well trim panels is
to remove the inner fender well plastic, and get behind the trim and wiggle the "hook" or "ear"
of the trim pieces through the retaining slot. The "hook" retainers can be compressed using a 7
or 8 mm socket on the inside of the wheel well. The flat "ear" retainers need to be wiggled up
and down while using the pry tool to get the ear through the retaining slot. Two picture would
be worth 10, words here. The hitch trim-surround was easy to cut with a dremel tool. Just make
sure plastic body panels are clean an oil free, measure three times, make sure up is up, use
paint to mark the holes, and be careful. Installation is a snap. Cons The instructions imply that
you only need to get an wedge and pry the plastic wheel well trim away from the vehicle. The
correct way to remove the wheel well trim panels is to remove the inner fender well plastic or
bend it out of the way, and get behind the trim and wiggle the "hook" or "ear" on back of the
trim pieces through the retaining holes and slots. The "hook" retainers shaped like an
arrowhead can be compressed using a 7 or 8 mm socket along the axis of the "arrowhead" on
the inside of the wheel well. This information is not in the instructions, and trial and error forced
me to break the retainers off the first trim piece where I could see then see how the trim was
secured. One other side note is that the shipper handled the box very roughly, in fact the box

looked as if it had fallen out of the back of the truck somewhere between Guadalajara and
Boston. In fact one of the bolts was missing from the package which I had to replace locally.
Very satisfied February 24, Hitch Receiver for grand cherokee limited January 26, All parts good
quality, liked the product. The directions are not the most greatest ones. Great quality product
and pretty easy installation. Definitely don't use the instructions that come with it, use the
YouTube videos. The box it came in was very damaged and the hitch itself was scratched up but
I wasn't too concerned since all the parts were still there. Overall, great product at a fair price.
Cons Installation instructions were too complicated and not descriptive. Hitch receiver for
Cherokee trailhawk January 9, I installed mine on a Cherokee trail hawk the fit was great and
already had the bumper insert so no cutting on the bumper, just had to remove insert. For
reference, when removing the bumper the trim pieces at the top of both rear tire wells have 3m
tape on top side but four clips holding the bottom side go behind fender liner with pillars
remove clips they can break easy as I found out the hard way. October 4, Tried the Uhaul route
and the hitch was just way to low to the ground Great product! View All Reviews. Thank you for
joining our newsletter! Protect your hitch receiver when its not in use with our stylish Dodge
logo embossed hitch receiver cover. Plug for 2 hitch receiver with RAM logo. Convenient and
easy to install. Developed to OEM quality requirements. Trailer Tow L Bracket Kit, to mount
4-way flat trailer tow connector to fascia. Vehicle Specific. Hitch Adapter Part No. Connector
adapters convert 7 way connectors to 4 way for light duty trailer use. Product Specifications
4-Way Twist-in plastic bracket, mounts to 7-way hitch bracket used to fit on 7-way bracket for
vehicles equipped with 4-way production harness. This Part Fits Dodge Journey - Hitch Plug
Part No. Many of our Plugs include a retention strap, four-way wiring plug holder and a brand
logo. Made from Santoprene material, the Hitch Plug will not shrink, harden, crack, chalk or
discolor. This Part Fits Dodge Dakota - ; Durango - ; Journey - ; Nitro - ; Ram - ; - ; - ; - ; Dakota
This Part Fits Dodge Dakota - ; Durango - ; Nitro - ; Ram - ; Ram - , ; Ram - , - ; Ram - ; - , - ; - , - ;
Dakota ; ProMaster - ; ProMaster - ; ProMaster - Hitch Receiver Cover Part No. Product
Specifications Protect your hitch receiver when its not in use with our stylish Dodge logo
embossed hitch receiver cover. This Part Fits Dodge Durango - Hitch Receiver Plug Part No.
This Part Fits Ram - Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Skip to main
content. Include description. Audew 3 Items 3. Chrysler 1 Items 1. Epartsgogo 32 Items Fly5D 2
Items 2. JDM 14 Items Mopar 24 Items Unbranded 22 Items Placement on Vehicle. Front Items
Rear Items Left 26 Items Lower 15 Items Right 14 Items Upper 5 Items 5. Not Specified 7 Items 7.
Brand Type. Private Label 82 Items Genuine OEM 25 Items Aftermarket Branded 6 Items 6. Not
Specified 54 Items Aluminum Items Chrome 7 Items 7. Not Specified 55 Items No Warranty 1
Items 1. Unspecified Length 76 Items Lifetime 1 Items 1. Not Specified 59 Items Fitment Type.
Direct Replacement 81 Items Not Specified 71 Items Part Type. Tow Hook Items Tow Straps 12
Items New Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers
Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Jeep. Enter Model Tell us about your
vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Buy It Now. Free returns. Almost gone. Leave
feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 3 8. Fastest delivery: March 1 - 5. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Auto Parts Wholesale. Sold by. Brand: Mopar. This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different
sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Auto Parts Wholesale. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. Mopar Genuine
Trailer Hitch Bezel. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.

There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase.
Perfect fit. Like most people, I ignored the awful instructions that came with it, and just removed
the lower fascia, and the 6 x 18mm bolts that held the stock bumper. The new bumper with hitch
slid in perfectly and the 6 bolts lined up with ease. I had a bit of a hard time getting the first
couple clips off the fascia. My Cherokee is a Trailhawk, just delivered from the factory, so
maybe the clips are designed a bit differently now? Either way, after a bit of prying the clip with
a screwdriver upward and downward, with no success, I ended up getting them detached by
just pulling with brute force. Fortunately, the clips didnt break. After the bottom two came
detached, the remaining 12 ish were easy. I did not get a wiring harness because I dont need it, I
didn't think the hole left by removing the Cherokee filler piece was too bad, but I still trimmed it
to fit around the hitch, and I think it came out perfect. This allowed the filler to slide in the
bottom and snap in place on the top. I was pleasantly surprised that the rubber Jeep emblem
hitch plug was included. By Chris Doris on January 15, Images in this review. I removed the
entire rear bumper and this piece completely replaces the existing bumper. Once you remove
the rear fascia, the existing bumper has 3 bolts per side plus 2 more for the tow hook. Remove
that and the hitch just slides in its place and uses the existing bolts and the tow hook connects
back on this hitch. I was also able to cut the Cherokee bezel piece to fill in the empty space. I
connected an aftermarket wire harness so I do not need to slot for the jeep wire harness hole on
the left side. It makes it look sharp. Also you do not need to order the Jeep hitch plug. It comes
with one. After reading many other reviews, I purchased this hitch receiver and downloaded
someones installation instructions from a Jeep forum. Along with everyone else on Amazon
Reviews, the instructions started with "DO NOT follow the installation instructions" that are
included with the kit. Well, they were right!!! All I had to do was remove 4 small screws at the
bottom of the lower fascia, and gently pry the lower fascia off. After that, just remove the 6 large
mounting bolts, and the original bumper comes right off. You have to lift the upper fascia up
about a quarter inch to pull the bumper out, but it doesn't damage anything. Just remove the red
recovery hook, and bolt it back onto the new hitch receiver, then re-install in place of the old
bumper. Always use the new bolts provided, and be sure to torque them to pounds!!! DO NOT
re-use the old bolts, they are already stressed. Use the new ones!! I have the Trailhawk model,
so I didn't need to do anything but remove the "Cherokee" panel from the lower fascia.
Absolutely a clean installation, looks perfect. I did have to make one trip to the store for a 21mm
socket to remove the large bolts, but actual time to replace was only 50 minutes, and I did the
entire project by myself. No tools needed. I installed this on my wife's Jeep Trailhawk. This
product was a perfect fit and only took maybe an hour by myself, maybe a little help from the
wife, to install. I would recommend this product to friends looking for a tow package. It is very
sturdy and is mostly hidden behind the bumper, which I really liked because it does not mess
up the aesthetics of the back of the Jeep. I've used it a few times, once was on a mile round trip
to haul furniture and appliances. Well made and great price. If you are still researching tow
packages you can stop now, this one is the one. Perfect fit for Cherokee latitude v6. Didn't
follow the instructions like some of Fit perfectly on my 14 Jeep Cherokee Trailhawk with easy
install. Didn't follow the instructions like some of the others commented. Instead of removing
the whole bumper, I just removed the bottom of bumper. Took an hour tops. Buy this thing a
week ago. Came promptly. Okay, the instructions for this thing SUCK!!! Really SUCK!! If you
have a trailhawk you can snap off the bottom of the bumper grey trailhawk sign where the hitch
will stick our. You can also unclip the bottom piece of the bumper. No need to unscrew and
unclip anything inside the bumper. Once you realize you can so that. Installation is easy! See all
reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: grand cherokee jeep , oem
mopar parts jeep grand cherokee , trailhawk jeep , oem jeep parts , jeep mopar accessories.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Falls Mopar City. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Brandon

Turkus. Share 0 Comments. After much debating and hand-wringing, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration now says it has "no reservations" with Chrysler's plan to recall
certain Jeep Liberty and Grand Cherokee models over concerns that their fuel tanks, which are
located behind the rear axle, could rupture or leak in the event of a rear impact. The
longstanding argument between the two entities saw Chrysler openly defy the Feds after a
request to recall 2. Chrysler's " voluntary campaign " will instead see it recall 1. Affected
vehicles will get a trailer hitch installed free of charge, which Chrysler says will provide an
additional degree of protection for the fuel tanks in the event of a crash. Jeeps with
Mopar-branded hitches or hitches that were installed at the factory aren't affected by this recall.
Chrysler's argument throughout this battle has been that the Jeeps in question are no more
susceptible to fires than comparable vehicles from the same time period, a position that NHTSA
has seemingly arrived at as well. That is the keystone analysis as to whether something poses
an unreasonable risk to safety," said outgoing NHTSA boss David Strickland during an
interview with the The Associated Press. Following word of the resolution, Clarence Ditlow, the
advocacy group's director, had this to say: "It is tragic that NHTSA approved Chrysler's sham
trailer hitch recall for Jeeps that explode in rear impacts. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Pl
2015 freightliner cascadia fuse box diagram
1982 honda xl500r wiring diagram
07 volvo
ease sign in to leave a comment. Latest Recalls. Ford issues recalls for F-Series truck
windshields, Super Duty payload labels. Ford recalls Bronco Sport over loose rear suspension.
View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More
Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's
how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A
drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.

